Destination Dispatch
SMART Elevator System
Integration with Aurora

With Aurora these elevators already know which floor you're going to, before you board

Destination Dispatch, the SMART elevator control interface from Thyssenkrupp now integrates with Keyscan Aurora version 1.0.21. Together the innovation changed elevator access control forever by eliminating the traditional analog and relay-based connectivity to the elevator dispatching system.

The new Aurora integration with Destination Dispatch software authenticates call requests based on permissions set in Aurora access control management software. Using algorithms to perform analysis for all elevator call selections it then groups tenants and passengers and routes them into corresponding elevator cabs according to the most effective route established by the dispatch software.
How Destination Dispatch works with Keyscan Aurora:

1. Instead of pushing elevator call and floor selection buttons, passengers throughout the building present their access control credentials and call for an elevator using a touch-screen or keypad located near the elevator bank.

2. The Destination Dispatch software analyzes all elevator call requests and coordinates all trips based on passengers’ floor access permissions set by Keyscan’s access control management software.

3. Destination Dispatch then directs passengers to an assigned elevator bank.

4. Elevator arrives and takes passengers to their destinations faster and more economically.

What buildings would benefit?

• Buildings where all elevators in a group do not serve the same floors (e.g., a four-car group where only two elevators serve garage levels below the lobby)

• Buildings with lobby congestion during peak hours

• Buildings with more than one incoming lobby

• A single-tenant building with a restaurant that is only served by a single elevator in a group

• A multi-tenant building where the common areas are dispersed throughout the building

• A multi-tenant building where tenants may require exclusive elevator service

Integration Requirements:

| Software          | Keyscan Aurora Ver. 1.0.21 or higher  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thyssenkrupp Destination Dispatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>CA150-EVTX Digital Elevator Interface for Thyssen AGILE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>